Weekend Seminars
Dr. Jeff Miller

Evolution is Unscientific
- Do the laws of science support the naturalistic evolutionary model or the Creation model?
- Does the alleged “evidence” for evolution pass the science test?

Christians Can Be Confident About Creation
- What is the biblical Creation model, and is there evidence for it?
- Is the Creation Model Scientifically Defensible Today?
- Is the Christian life worth it, considering the things one must give up to live it?

Stage IV Culture Cancer
- What are the symptoms of America’s spiritual cancer, and what are its causes?
- How has targeting the home (dating, gender roles, and childrearing) metastasized the disease, and is there a treatment?

Dinosaur Day (for Teens)
- Are dinosaurs in the Bible? Is there evidence that humans lived with dinosaurs in the relatively recent past?
- What caused the death of the dinosaurs? What has Dr. Miller’s personal fieldwork in dinosaur fossil excavation and studying the Cretaceous period revealed?

The Bible, Science, and the Age of the Earth
- Does the Bible give an age for the Earth?
- Does science support an old or young Earth?

Biblical Flood Tours
- Book a qualified Creation scientist to guide your congregation on tours to help them understand beautiful natural sites or museums from a biblical Flood perspective.
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Founded in 1979, Apologetics Press is a non-profit organization that exists for the purpose of defending New Testament Christianity. We specialize in waging spiritual warfare (Ephesians 6:12; 1 Timothy 1:18) against the forces of unbelief, skepticism, atheism, and false religion. Additionally, we exist to serve the church by strengthening the faith of Christians and their children. Seminars are typically conducted on weekends (Friday to Sunday). Our offices are located in Montgomery, Alabama. Visit our website for more speaker information, as well as access to free materials: www.ApologeticsPress.org.